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A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z Alphabet filter A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z Biscuits kroger cakes orewa.org Kroger supermarkets are popular because they allow customers to choose from a variety of products at very reasonable prices, and their cakes
are definitely fashionable. Kroger cakes come in many design styles, making it easy to find a cake for a birthday, baby shower, or even a wedding. A Kroger cake can be as cheap as $9.99, and the price increases if you order larger sizes or more elaborate designs. In this article, we will tell you everything
you need to know about Kroger cake prices and show you how to order a Kroger cake. Kroger Cakes Prices Cake Type Price Kroger Round Cakes 8 Inch Single Layer Round Cake (Serves 8) $9.99 8 Inch Double Layer Round Cake (Serves 8-12) $13.99 Kroger Sheet Cakes 1/8 Sheet Cake (Serves 8)
$14.99 1/4 Sheet Cake (Serves 12-15) $17.99 1/2 Sheet Cake (Serves 25-30) $28.99 Full Sheet Cake (Serves 50-60) $41.99 ¼ Character Sheet Cake (Serves 12-15) $23.99 1/2 Character Sheet Cake (Serves 25-30) $35.99 Full Sheet Cake (Serves 50-60) $48.99 Kroger Cake Models All Kroger cakes
are available in white, yellow, chocolate, or marble flavors. To decorate the cake, you can choose between standard designs or choose the Build-a-Cake option. Kroger's standard cake designs include lots of engaging themes, pretty patterns and fun characters that are suitable for special events. For
additional customization, you can use the Build-a-Cake tool that lets you choose from various cake shapes, four icing designs, 11 different icing colors, two types of ice, and four pie flavors. Whether you choose a custom cake or a pre-designed cake, Kroger can customize it for free with a frosting
message. Kroger Birthday Cake Source Both adults and children can celebrate their birthday with a Kroger cake. Adults may like themed cakes of special occasions that can be designed to refer to hobbies such as hunting or golf. There's even an Over the Hill comedy design for older adults with a dark
sense of humor. For children's birthdays, select one of Kroger's licensed character cakes. Each of these cakes can be decorated with frosting and plastic toys that refer to Disney movies, superhero characters, My Little Pony toys or Pixar movies. You can also order more classic birthday cakes through the
handy Build-a-Cake tool. This option will allow you to choose between festive balloons or pretty roses, and Kroger will write a happy birthday message at the top, if requested. Kroger are for their variety of birthday cakes they can meet even the needs of their most demanding customers. Kroger Baby
Shower Cake Source Kroger's special cakes occasion come in a few cute designs for baby showers. You can select a cake covered with plastic baby blocks, balloons or a storch to celebrate special event. All these cakes have white frosting and pastel colors to make them look suitable for a baby shower,
and have a space to write the baby's name. Another great option for baby showers are custom cakes, as these allow you to choose any size of cake depending on how many guests you have in your baby shower. When using white icing and pastel roses, these custom cakes can look very cute and
appropriate for the baby. Kroger Graduation Cake Source Kroger's many customization options allow you to hold graduation events with a Kroger cake. You can select a round leaf or cake in the graduate's favorite flavors and decorate it in the colors of the school for high school or college from which the
person has just graduated. In the space at the top of the cake, there is room to write a message celebrating the graduate's achievements. Custom cakes are the most common type of Kroger cake used to celebrate a graduation. There are also many themed cakes that you can use to refer to a graduate's
interest in Star Wars, football, religion or football movies. Kroger Wedding Cake Source Although each Kroger bakery does not create wedding cakes, many Kroger places are able to make lovely traditional wedding cakes. Kroger wedding cakes have to be ordered from the designer kit cake catalogue, so
they must be ordered at least one month in advance. Depending on the design you choose, the cake can cost up to a few hundred dollars. Kroger wedding cakes tend to be two- or three-level designs that are decorated with white icing. You can also order a colorful cake that matches the colors of your
wedding. Wedding cakes can be decorated with fresh fruits, flowers, pearls or other icing designs. How to order Kroger Cakes To get a Kroger cake immediately, you can go to the store and choose from the prefabricated cakes you already have in the bakery. It is necessary to order Kroger's custom
designs at least 24 hours in advance. For more elaborate cakes, you may need to place your order at least one week before. Any cake can be ordered by calling or going to the store and talking to the bakery staff. Customers can also place the order online by filling out a simple form. For help ordering a
cake, use Kroger Store Locator to find numbers and addresses for individual stores. Final Words Kroger cakes work well in a variety of special situations. Kroger's attractive designs and fun customization options make this grocery store a great place to buy a cake Have you tried a Kroger cake yet? Share
your thoughts with us by leaving your comments in the comments section below! If you examine families across the United States about their favorite custom cake, it's very likely that a large number will point to Kroger cakes. This respected bakery has it all. Kroger's birthday cakes can brighten up your
little one's special day. With a Kroger Kroger Cake, can make tying the knot a truly delicious experience, while Kroger's baby shower cakes can become the centerpiece of a lovely party. If you are interested in getting a Kroger licensed cake, Kroger special occasion cake, or any other Kroger cake, read
more about Kroger cake prices, designs, and the ordering process below. A little information about Kroger In 1883, Barney Kroger used all his lifelong savings to open his own grocery store. Although his entire future depended on the success of his new company, he refused to allow any quality drop just
to make a quick sale. I really believed that anyone who entered Kroger's should be so satisfied with their shopping experience that they become a repeat customer that they are always happy with their in-store purchases and experience. Barney Kroger made sure all his employees didn't sell any products
they wouldn't be willing to buy themselves. Dedication to high quality remains a hallmark of Kroger stores to this day and is especially evident in the store's bakery departments. In the 1930s, Kroger became the first store to monitor product quality and apply quality control techniques. From a
manufacturing point of view, Kroger branched into dairy, grocery items, meat plants and, of course, bakeries. Today, we all know and love Kroger bakery cakes. Kroger Cake Prices You will be happy to discover that Kroger cakes are not only delicious, but very affordable too. Kroger cake prices vary for
custom products, but you can check their approximate range below. The prices in this table are approximate, and can be based on the location from which you order the cake. [table id-27 /] * Suggested sales price does not include taxes or discounts, depending Kroger.com. Kroger Cake Designs The
delicious Kroger custom cakes we've come to love are produced in one of the many Kroger bakeries, which are mainly based in Anderson, South Carolina; Clackamas, Oregon; Columbus, Ohio; Bowling Green, Kentucky; Indianapolis, Indiana; Denver, Colorado; La Habra, California. Kroger cakes come
in all shapes and sizes, and for several occasions. One of its most attractive features is the build-a-cake option, which allows you to make your own selection of Kroger bakery cakes. You can also choose between flavors like vanilla, chocolate, mocca or marble, and decorations like balloons and roses.
They also have a reputation for their Kroger-licensed cakes, which are beautiful and tasty. In addition to cakes in Kroger, you can enjoy other wonderful desserts, such as brownies, chocolate-dipped strawberries, biscuits, pudding cakes, cheesecake, and other gourmet desserts. Kroger Birthday Cakes
Kroger bakery cakes are suitable for any memorable occasion. Some Kroger cake designs are licensed and contain cartoon characters that your children love. You have a Variety of Kroger birthday cake designs that you can choose from, suitable for boys and girls alike. A Kroger birthday cake is great
value for families as it offers quality, flavor, and affordable prices together. Kroger Fountain Bakery Birthday Cakes are an excellent choice for your son and his party guests. These cakes are not only decorated with your favorite superheroes or princesses, but are also very affordable. At a Kroger bakery,
a birthday cake can cost between $29.99 and $59.99, depending on the size of the cake. Kroger birthday cakes come for 12-50, 25-30 or 50-60 parties, so you can easily choose which one is best for your child's special day. Kroger Baby Shower Cakes If you or a close friend has a baby on the way, what
better way to celebrate that than to put together the perfect baby shower party? Of course, no baby shower is complete without an adorable cake to make the day even more memorable. You can search for more Kroger cakes for your baby shower, but Baby Blocks and Baby Special Delivery Stork cakes
are the most recommended. Kroger cakes have the same price range as your birthday cake options. Kroger Graduation Cakes Fountain Along with kroger birthday cakes, you can also look at your beautiful selection of other special occasion cakes or even in your author dessert cakes. What really makes
Kroger cakes stand out is their Build-a-Cake service. This wonderful tool allows you to make your own Kroger leaf cake from scratch. Therefore, you can customize your Kroger graduation cake by choosing the flavors, icing on the cake and the type of cake (round or leaf). Source It is always a good idea
to add a congratulatory message for the new graduate to the cake. You can also add other beautiful symbols, such as a graduation cap, a bottle of champagne, or the school name. Kroger Wedding Cakes You deserve to mark the most significant day of your life (in addition to the day you were born) next
to your unique, true love with a perfect cake that both and your guests will love. Kroger wedding cakes have 2 or 3 levels, and cost $89.50 and $119.00, respectively. Not only are wedding cakes delicious, but you can decorate them so beautifully that they will certainly leave everyone in amazement. But
before you make an appointment to discuss the details of your Kroger wedding cake, you can take a few minutes and take a look at our tips on how to choose the perfect wedding cake. Kroger Bakery Cakes &amp; Cupcakes Apart from the cake ordering feature Kroger offers, Kroger Bakery also offers



pre-made cakes and cupcakes. In this category, you'll find delicious delicacies like carrot cake, Vanilla celebration, Kimberley Bakeshoppe red velvet cupcakes, bakery tiramisu layer cake, and many more. Source The good news is that you can order these treats as well. Everything you have to do is log
in to your kroger account, select a store to check the specific price of the product you plan to order, then place your order. How to order a Kroger cake After being up to date with all the customization options you have for Kroger cakes, you may want to order one for your next special occasion. The best
way to do this is online, through its official website. Select the category of Kroger cakes you are interested in on the left side of the page. These are your options: Build-a-Cake (feature is no longer available) Licensed Cakes; Dessert Cakes; Special Occasion Cakes; Choose the size of your cake and any
other relevant details. Your price will be updated automatically based on the details you set. Add any special messages or instructions, if necessary, and optionally change the quantity. Click Add to cart and complete the checkout process. For more information, such as Kroger Bakery Hours, look for the
Kroger Store localization tool on the company's website (the button is next to the Login button in the upper right corner. Conclusion Have you ever ordered a cake from Kroger? How was your experience with the bakery? What do you think of Kroger cake prices? Please leave your comments below! Your
feedback is important to us! Recommended Reading: Sam's Club Cakes Prices, Designs, and Ordering Process Process
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